
M. ARCH I, The University of Texas at Austin — 2020. Adept in Revit, Rhino, VRay, Indesign & 
Lightroom. Competent in Excel, Photoshop, others. Recipient of Lawrence W. Speck Endowed Graduate Fellowship 
(2016) & Page Southerland Page Graduate Fellowship in Architecture (2016).

B.A. magna cum laude, Whitman College — 2006-2009. Finished University here. Wrote thesis 
on Nietzsche’s philosophy of religion; developed skills in critical, precise thinking & writing.  Recipient of 
Whitman College Academic Merit Scholarship (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009). 

Kansai College of Languages, Osaka, Japan — 2016. Studied the language and martial arts.
University of Washington, Japanese — 2009-2012. Intensive summer courses in Japanese.
Vassar College — 2004-2006.  Began university here. 

EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT Design Services — Self Employed. 2020 - Present. Recently completed plans for three building, 
4500sf commission on Whidbey Island, WA. Developed  “5x5 House” project, see ahenryrose.com.

Teaching Assistant & Graduate Research Assistant. 2017 - 2020, University of Texas at Austin, 
for Larry Speck, FAIA. Tought weekly discussions sections, developed curriculum, built numerous slide 
decks for lectures, restored thousands of low quality film scans & managed LarrySpeck.com

Wiss, Janney, Elstner (WJE) — Summer Internship. 2019 — Building envelope consulting, 
administered / supervised functional leak tests, prepared reports, assisted on expert witness cases. 

Crowell Builders — Field Engineer. 2017, Austin TX, General Contractor. Dropped into a $2m 
penthouse remodel to assist with fastidious construction details and to manage the site when the 
superintendent was on paternity leave.

AHR Carpentry & Design, LLC  —  Owner. 2012 - 2016, Seattle WA, General Contractor. Focused 
on durable, refined solutions to unusual problems; remodels, repair, furniture.  

Hazel Point Co. — Superintendent. 2009 - 2012, Seattle WA, General Contractor. Responsibilites 
included client relations, management, framing & finish carpentry; larger remodels. 

Build. Design. Logistics.

www.ahenryrose.com
HENRY ROSE

I think critically, write pointedly, and love solving puzzles—
the more complex the better. I am a natural autodidact. I 
can’t stand boxes. I hunt for the other perspective and aim for 
the center. I wear a lot of hats. I collect a lot of tools. I make 
things. I believe in the analog. 

I am looking to join a diverse team of optimistic, enthusastic, 
innovative people to see what we can do. The challenges this 
planet faces are not insignificant, but I believe we can sort 
them out if we act now — together, and with the right blend 
of pragmatic optimism. 

CONTACT:      a.henry.rose@gmail.com     (206) 920-9576 


